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FLEX is designed to work with almost any truck scale application.  Some examples include: 

 Chip Hauling     Chemical Transport 

 Mining Companies    Livestock Receiving 

 Unattended Truck Weighing   Seed Cleaning 

 

Pacific Industrial Scale Co. Ltd. has designed the FLEX program as a very flexible system to weigh trucks.  Each FLEX 
station can read from up to 4 electronic scales, and the stations can be networked together. 
 
The FLEX  application software is ideal for both unattended weighing applications and applications that require a 
weighmaster.   The system can work as follows: 
 

 • Trucker operated using a security card, with no keystrokes required by the operator 

 • Requires a security card, but also the operator must key in some information 

 • The operator keys in all required information 
 
FLEX is a user definable system.  These features allow the customer to tailor the computer program to match their 
requirements.  The customizable features include over 35 user defined data fields, multiple user formatted tickets, 44 
different types of weighing procedures, user definable reports, configurable function keys for the weigh operation, and 
multiple user defined downloads of data. FLEX will allow as many as 8 different weighing processes, each requesting 
different types of data.  For example, you could receive logs, ship chips, and weigh mining trucks. 
 
Customization is also available.  Applications have including reading from mainframe data bases to verify purchase 
contracts, and transmission of data to U.S. Customs. 
 
This system has excellent security and a strong audit trail.  The user must log onto the system with an ID and 
password.  Access to the system and any particular function can be restricted for each user ID.  In addition, you may 
set up special passwords to access certain critical functions.  The system can also be configured to provide a real-time, 
printed audit trail, and automatically records all changes to tickets to a file.  Listings of changed tickets can be produced 
on demand. 
 
The FLEX System will: 

 Produce tickets and reports 

 Determine samples 

 Allows for truck operated weighing 

 Allow you to analyze your data 

 Automatically download data to a host computer (including multiple download formats) 
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